Financial Management in a Drawdown
Before doing battle, in the temple one calculates and will win, because many calculations were made; before doing battle, in the temple one calculates and will not win, because few calculations were made; many calculations, victory, few calculations, no victory, then how much less so when no calculations? By means of these, I can observe them, beholding victory or defeat! -Sun-Tzu, The Art of War, 400-320 BCE 1 The United States military has conducted numerous drawdown operations in its long history and such operations can be difficult and protracted undertakings, especially after a lengthy conflict. However, America's complete and deliberate withdrawal of forces from Iraq after eight years of war was unprecedented for our nation. Some parallels can be drawn to the full withdrawal of American forces from Viet Nam, but in contrast, the post war drawdowns in Germany, Japan, and Korea involved leaving a significant American military presence that continues to this day. The departure of nearly all American troops from Iraq in December 2011 required significant planning and coordination, and the resulting withdrawal operation was executed purposefully and according to plan. This deliberate conclusion of Operation New Dawn contributes many lessons to American strategists and planners and should serve as the template for planning for the withdrawal of forces from future conflicts. One of the critical components of any troop withdrawal is the planning and executing the fiscal closeout or transfer of financial management operations to other appropriate resource owners. This is a complicated process that requires significant cooperation and collaboration with the host nation and other U.S. governmental partners. Resource managers must conduct thorough and careful planning well in advance to conserve resources, maximize efficiency, and ensure this coordination meets success despite the mounting political 2 pressure to bring troop numbers down as quickly as possible. Effective management of the financial aspects of a withdrawal operation is critical to the success of the overall mission, especially in these days of financial austerity for our nation and the military, although the US has faced austerity after most wars.
Financial management in a drawdown operation must be a well-planned process that includes planning and execution from all elements of the military and interagency team. This process requires extensive coordination, and should begin immediately after the decision to redeploy forces, and well before initial withdrawals of units. Programs managed by uniformed personnel must either be concluded and fiscally closed out or management responsibilities passed to Department of State (DoS) or other appropriate agencies.
The military personnel responsible for financial management in theater must identify, program by program, which activities will conclude and which activities will be transferred to other resource owners such as the State Department or the theater executive agent. Planning for the transfer process requires these resource owners to accept responsibility by identifying new procedures for program administration, and to further identify and resolve any issues relating to the planned transfer. All parties must agree to a timeline for transfer and planning for this transition must occur well in advance of the actual transfer of responsibility.
In Iraq, the financial management drawdown process began with thorough planning among all appropriate units and agencies leading to budget execution, solutions. This Fiscal Triad supervises auditing, records management, database reconciliation, closing the financial books, and the transfer of security cooperation financial duties to the OSC, under the DoS. 2 The team plans and coordinates with representatives from the organizations (e.g. CENTCOM, ARCENT, DoS, and OSC) who will accept responsibility for managing activities that will continue after the military 4 withdraws. Such activities include managing existing financial books and contract closure, which may be transferred to the theater executive agent (EA) after the mission.
In "an operation as complex and cumbersome as resourcing warfighters in a highly contracted environment like Operation Iraqi Freedom or Operation Enduring Freedom, it is unavoidable that some work must be accomplished after end of mission." 3 The Fiscal
Triad must identify such work and plan for the accomplishment of this work by others.
In accordance with the commander's guidance, the Fiscal Triad makes some assumptions, gathers facts, and identifies key principles and processes that will guide subordinate elements through planning for and execution of the drawdown. First, the Triad must establish the desired fiscal end state after the deployed formations depart.
Second, they must conduct cross-functional planning early, which will circumvent extensive extra work. Third, they establish goals and metrics early and track them to completion. Fourth, the team establishes a common operating picture early and conducts a standard recurring briefing as the mission develops, and lastly, the team should expect a lot of discovery learning especially in the initial stages of the drawdown operation. 4 With this vision and structure, the team can approach the planning process deliberately. The Fiscal Triad establishes the processes required to plan and execute the financial management (FM) drawdown. Perhaps the most fundamental of all these processes is the establishment of a recurring meeting with multiple organizations to share information and track progress. Communication and coordination with key partners is essential to developing an effective common operating framework. The
Triad conducts monthly or periodic meetings with these partners to identify resource management, contracting, and financial operations closeout requirements. The Fiscal
Triad ensures that the right partners are present at these meetings, to include the Expeditionary Support Command (ESC) support operations officer (SPO), the 6 sustainment brigade (SBDE) SPO, the financial management support unit (FMSU), the financial management center (FMC), and contracting command. 6 Though the Fiscal Triad should strive for inclusiveness to ensure all organizations are represented, the theater J8 should serve as the lead facilitator to preclude organizational confusion.
In an optimal FM drawdown operation, the theater J8 serves as the single point of entry for financial operations in the theater. An After Action Report published by a financial task force recently deployed in Afghanistan stated "another positive lesson learned was establishing the J8 as the single point of entry for operations in Theater.
Although there were many noteworthy benefits, most important was the increased situational awareness across the FM spectrum." 7 The J8 is the senior FM advisor to the theater commander and should possess in-depth situational awareness of all FM issues and operations to adequately advise the commander. The commander looks to his J8
for advice and recommendations in all FM matters pertaining to current operations and drawdown.
In addition to serving as the single point of entry for FM operations, the J8 also serves as the theater's senior financial management leader, and in this role provides proper guidance and standard operating procedures (SOPs) to all subordinate units and sections. In Operation New Dawn (OND) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), the publication "Money as a Weapon System" (MAAWS) was the primary FM SOP. 8 The J8
updated this SOP twelve months out from the anticipated withdrawal from OND to ensure all forces received proper guidance for the fiscal close out. 9 Additionally, the J8
ensures that all theater operation orders (OPORDS) and fragmentary orders (FRAGOS)
contain an FM annex detailing proper financial drawdown procedures. The J8, as the 7 commander's primary staff officer, takes advantage of the orders process to issue fiscal guidance and to ensure this direction is given with the weight of a command order.
Publication of the FM annex to the withdrawal order is the culmination point of the planning process, and represents the collective efforts of all FM entities operating in theater. The J8, in conjunction with the other members of the Fiscal Triad, must act early to establish a vision and supporting plan, create the coordination network required to support the process, and provide clear guidance through the publication of proper guidance and standard operating procedures. To be effective, the J8 must carefully orchestrate the collaborative efforts of planners from the host nation, the Department of State, and other entities remaining in country.
Budget Execution During Phased Retrograde
Financial management in a drawdown is a complex process, and requires comptrollers to continue day to day budget execution until the very end of the operation.
Even while devoting significant time and attention to the planning the drawdown process, the J8 and Fiscal Triad must simultaneously focus on budget execution. As the withdrawal date approaches, the J8 must relook how he executes his day-to-day operations, and make modifications to accommodate changed requirements, circumstances, and resources. He must consider a phased approach to executing the FM mission as battle rhythm events, personnel numbers and locations, the command structure, and reporting requirements change as troops begin to withdraw. Added requirements to budget, execute, and track the funding of the withdrawal operation itself may levy new FM requirements in the final phases of the drawdown. The J8 monitors budget execution to maintain holistic awareness of the state of FM in theater, and as the forcing function to manage all aspects of the FM drawdown. and permits quick identification of any issues that require resolution. In the final phases of an operation, the J8 should focus extra attention on the commander directed Contract
Review Board, which reviews and authorizes high dollar or special interest contracts for initiation or renewal. Though some new contracts are required to maintain the pace of withdrawal operations, the J8 must carefully consider the impact of new contracts to the withdrawal plan, as each additional contract must either be closed out or transitioned to another resource owner as the troops withdraw.
As the drawdown begins to affect troop structure, military personnel across the theater will begin to contract to centralized bases and hubs in preparation for leaving the theater. The personnel conducting financial management are not necessarily exempt 9 from impact. Command structures, personnel numbers and locations of J8 elements, contracting offices, and FMSUs may change. Though personnel numbers required to conduct operations will decrease as force levels drop and numbers of supported bases decrease, the FM community must conduct a thorough mission analysis to determine personnel needs and locations to support the total force drawdown. As for the theater J8 section, it is helpful to keep the organization together and avoid split operations as keeping the J8 personnel in one location ensures better command and control.
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Contracting offices and finance companies need to let each other and the J8 know their move/retrograde plans and must deconflict these moves with FM operations. Failure to do so has a significant impact on the ability to conduct contracting and financial actions.
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The command structure of FM elements in theater plays a significant role in the ability of the J8 and Fiscal Triad to effectively execute the budget during the drawdown.
It is essential that the theater J8 have oversight and staff planning authority over the In the case of OND, FM personnel assiduously tracked the cost of the drawdown itself, isolating these costs from other warfighting expenses. Using accounting codes to track specific drawdown costs may seem unnecessary and onerous, but by doing so, the J8 gleaned information that may prove vitally important to plan future drawdowns such as the U.S. military departure from Afghanistan. Implementation of automated pay agent procedures is initially labor intensive, but theater automation and software is available alleviate some personnel requirements by reducing paperwork and file storage requirements.
In the final phases of an operation, J8 personnel will assist the J4 by analyzing the relative costs and benefits to leaving equipment in place or retrograding it to the US or elsewhere. Drawdown costs can be decreased significantly by conducting cost benefit analyses to assist the commander in deciding whether or not to retrograde equipment, or leave equipment in-country and passing it to other government agencies or to the host nation. The J4 is the lead agent for property disposal, but FM analysis is key as significant transit costs may be avoided if low-value or high-bulk items are left in place. The J8 supports the J4 in this effort, and although cost avoidance has no impact on the financial books, the J8 maintains visibility and provides the personnel resources required to inform the command's decision.
In Operation New Dawn, the Foreign Excess Personal Property (FEPP) program delivered to the Iraqis such items as containerized housing units, AC units, generators, T walls, non-tactical vehicles, etc., at a cost avoidance over retrograding out of country of almost two billion dollars. 15 Policy should dictate that the priority for this "left behind" equipment and facilities should go to US agencies first, and then to the host nation if legal and appropriate. The theater executive agent develops these policies in conjunction with higher authority guidance.
As the timeline for the redeployment of American forces progresses, the J8 is challenged to execute increased and varied responsibilities with fewer personnel resources, and may be subjected to additional complications such as internal and external command structure coordination requirements, personnel movements, and additional reporting requirements. Successful execution of the drawdown plan requires the FM team to orchestrate all aspects of the ongoing budget execution while simultaneously conducting their own retrograde actions and maintaining holistic awareness of the state of FM in theater.
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Contractor Accountability and Contract Closeout
During the planning phase of a drawdown operation, the FM team must design an exit strategy for each contract. As the drawdown is executed, some of these contracts will be downsized and many will reach fiscal closure. As troops begin to leave the country, many support contracts, and the contractors who provide the manpower to execute those contracts, will no longer be required. In both OEF and OIF, and continuing into OND, the commanders responsible for the troop presence in 
Commander's Emergency Response Program (CERP) Closure
The FM community must plan to close out many special programs when conducting a drawdown operation. This paper will use the example of the special program CERP, as an example due to the large scale and complexity of the program.
The CERP was a major program in OIF/OND and OEF and will probably continue in some form in future long-term contingency operations. The closure of CERP in OND was a major effort for the Fiscal Triad and consumed considerable effort. 22 Along with other efforts listed in this paper, the same planning and execution considerations apply to CERP. CERP gave commanders "walking around money" to do small-scale understanding of the intent, the requirements and the collective impact of these projects on the overall mission. During a drawdown operation, the J9 is best suited to lead the CERP closeout, supported by the J8 and other applicable staff sections.
Records management is a less interesting and tedious aspect of CERP closure.
Numerous records for CERP projects may exist, especially during an extended 20 campaign (OIF/OND/OEF) and records from the early part of a campaign may be paper documents only, due to lack of theater maturity at the time. Proper recording of projects into a reliable database to record administrative and fiscal closeout is important to show proper stewardship of these funds to auditors and to the American taxpayer. CIDNE, the database used to track CERP in Iraq, was not fully implemented until late in OIF, and even after implementation, many units failed to properly enter projects into the CIDNE database. USF-I created a special task force to properly enter these files and to ship years of paper CERP files found stored in country in shipping containers to CONUS. 
Stand-up of the Office for Security Cooperation and Transfer of Duties
As planning for a military drawdown begins, the theater commander needs to conduct mission analysis to determine which military tasks will endure, which will be terminated, and which tasks should be handed off to other agencies, primarily the U.S.
Department of State (DoS). In preparation for assumption of these tasks, the U.S. We've just completed the annual process of projecting and justifying organizational requirements, priorities, and funding needs-otherwise known as the Program Budget Review (PBR). For the typical government organization, this process should take about six months, with three months spent on strategy and another three on financial planning and budgeting. For the OSC-I, the process was compressed into two months and took the efforts of five organizations to complete: DoS, OSC-I, USF-I, U.S Central Command (USCENTCOM), and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). We made many assumptions about the end-state U.S. footprint, or lack thereof, in conducting the PBR, since the GoI had not decided whether to retain U.S. military trainers within its borders beyond 2011. This was a key factor identified during budget formulation, since mistaken initial assumptions could lead to exponential cost growth during the year. -Use the Fiscal Triad to guide the process.
Department of
-The J8 should be the single financial management theater focal point.
-Increase contract scrutiny toward the operational end point.
-Conduct thorough mission analysis.
-Avoid splitting J8 operation.
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-Insert a Financial Management Center liaison at the J8.
-Assist the staff with cost/benefit analysis.
-The J3 should manage contractor retrograde.
-The senior contracting office (SCO) should manage contract closure.
-Plan early for CERP closure.
-The J8 should not be the CERP program manager.
-An independent third party should conduct a final audit on CERP closure.
-Begin early planning for the OSC stand-up. Endnotes
